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Grip LiteChaser PolarPro for iPhone 14 Pro Max

LiteChaser Pro Polarpro mount for iPhone 14 Pro Max
Now you can shoot video even more conveniently with your iPhone 14 Pro Max. The LiteChaser Pro mount by PolarPro is equipped with a
cold  shoe  mount  and  a  ¼"-20  hole,  which  will  allow  you  to  easily  mount  the  accessories  of  your  choice.  The  product  features  wide
compatibility and is very easy to install. It can also serve as a hand grip. Note: to install the accessory, you must first place your iPhone
14 Pro Max in the LiteChaser Pro Case. The product is not compatible with other cases.
 
Freely mount accessories
Expand the capabilities of your iPhone and make it easy to create stunning videos. The Polarpro mount offers a ¼"-20 opening and a cold
shoe mount, so you can easily install an additional microphone, light or other accessories on it. What's more, the product is compatible
with Bluetooth shutter.
 
Comfort of use
The  accessory  will  also  work  well  as  a  small  hand  grip  -  thanks  to  its  ergonomic  design,  it  fits  perfectly  in  your  hand  and  is  very
comfortable to use. You can also freely switch between vertical and horizontal recording - the improved design of the mount allows it. In
addition, the two-stage locking mechanism allows you to securely, stably mount the grip on the LiteChaser Pro Case.
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Brand
Polarpro
Model
IP14-MAX-GRIP
Color
Black
Compatibility
iPhone 14 Pro Max

Preço:

€ 30.00

Fotografia, Video, Acessórios, Filters
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